This article uses the story of Oregon's only farmworker union, Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noroeste (PCUN), and worker testimonies to illustrate how cultural citizenship has been created for some farmworkers through grassroots organizing around immigration, cultural, and labor issues. The notion of "cultural citizenship" offers anthropologists a model for understanding how Mexican migrants in the U.S. can be recognized as legitimate political subjects claiming rights for themselves and their children based on their economic and cultural contributions regardless of their official legal status. Cultural citizenship is an alternative concept to "legal citizenship," which labels undocumented migrants in the U.S. as "illegal aliens," and is a way of reaffirming the contributions of Mexican migrants outside the framework of U.S. immigration law.
the certificates to let me bring them legally. No. This country is very rigid.... They want us to work, but not to stay and bring our families and live here.
Around us, the men were relaxing after a long day in the fields. Some had been harvesting the last pumpkins of the season, others making a final cut of cauliflower as they work stooped behind a tractor pulling a large wagon the stalks are tossed in. They are just two dozen of about 100,000 workers who labor in Oregon agriculture-98 percent of these laborers are Latino, primarily of Mexican origin.4 Many of these farmworkers live permanently in the state; others move on.5 Such is the case of the men in this camp.
While farmworkers are key to Oregon's agricultural production, they do not enjoy many of the basic protections provided for other workers. Federal laws that govern wages and hours, overtime, and many benefits do not apply to farmworkers, and states can create their own statutes for farmworkers. For example, while Oregon farmworkers can now join a labor union, growers are not required to recognize it. Until 1990, (Rothenberg 2000:141) . Once legalized, their undocumented relatives often joined them. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Urban Institute estimated that by the mid-to-late 1990s the number of undocumented workers in the United States was between 6 and 9 million, and that they were entering at a rate of 200,000 to 300,000 per year (Waslin 2001:36) .
The climate of the United States following the events of September 11, 2001 , widened the political space for antiimmigrant sentiments considerably, building on the negative historical legacy of the ways "illegal aliens" have been constructed in this country. Now more than ever, immigrant workers such as Don Fransisco are searching for recognition of their long-term contributions to the U.S. economy and society and for the right to work and live in the United States. They are struggling to become a recognized and valued part of the communities where they live and work.
Cultural Citizenship and Mexican Immigrant Workers in Oregon
On that day in October, our research agenda was to document some of the variable housing conditions of farmworkers in different labor camps. We also received an unexpected lesson on the causes of immigration and the reasons Mexican immigrant workers feel they deserve recognition for their economic, cultural, and political contributions to the United States. William V. Flores and Rina Benmayor (1997) have put forward the notion of "cultural citizenship," which offers a model for understanding how Mexican migrants in the U.S. can be recognized as legitimate political subjects claiming rights for themselves and their children based on their economic and cultural contributions, regardless of their official legal status. In other words, the kinds of civil rights, respect, and recognition granted to legal U.S. citizens can be extended to all residents who contribute to U.S. society. The notion of cultural citizenship is an alternative concept to "legal citizenship," which labels undocumented migrants in the U.S. as "illegal aliens." It reaffirms the contributions of Mexican migrants outside the framework of U.S. immigration law and within the framework of transnational communities.
The legal labeling system that includes the terms "citizen," "resident alien," and "illegal alien" is historically wedded in Oregon to a racial hierarchy codified in the original state constitution of 1853, which glossed "Mexicans" as "Indians" and denied them the right to own land and vote. A century later, Mexican workers were called "wetbacks" and "illegals" and were detained and deported after the state withdrew from the Bracero Program in 1947, after only three years of participation. Raids and deportations continued until the late 1990s. The second-class status of Mexican immigrants as workers is reinforced by the racial history of the western U.S., which has continually defined people of Mexican descent as racially inferior, biologically suited for agricultural labor, culturally traditional and backwards, and in need of supervision and programs of assimilation into "American" society (see Foley 1997; Garcia 2001; Gutierrez 1995; Menchaca 2001) . Because of this racial history, any organizing efforts by Mexican immigrants-whatever their legal status and whatever the focus of the organizing activityis read against a cultural script that renders them outsiders.
The positive proposition of cultural citizenship provides an opening for Mexican immigrant workers to belong-as citizens-in the communities they live in. It also positively affirms recognition, respect, and celebration of cultural differences associated with processes of border-crossing and migration. Some recent work (see Appadurai 1996; Hardt and Negri 2000) suggests that global capitalist processes, universal neoliberal economic principles and policies, and the hegemony of North American popular culture may increase cultural and economic homogenization on a global scale. The idea of cultural citizenship suggests that placebased and trans-place forms of cultural difference and local and regional social movements are also a part of global transformations (see Dirlik 2000; Harcourt and Escobar 2002; Sahlins 1999) . The reification of cultural difference has emerged in conjunction with the questioning of cultural and national borders in processes of globalization and migration. Thus, cultural citizenship suggests both recognition of cultural differences maintained through processes of migration and the opening up of the term citizen to embrace the contributions of all who live in communities in the United States.
The rest of this article uses the story of PCUN and worker testimonies to illustrate how cultural citizenship has been created for some farmworkers in the state of Oregon through grassroots organizing around immigration, cultural, and labor issues.
Notes on Methods and Collaborative Research Model
The research for this paper is driven by a model I call collaborative, activist ethnography, which draws on many elements found in applied anthropology, advocacy anthropology, and anthropology-in-practice that date to the 1980s. Books such as Collaborative Research and Social Change: Applied Anthropology in Action (Stull and Schensul 1987) and articles by Gwen Stem (1985) on "Research, Action, and Social Betterment"; Ronald Cohen (1985) on "Social Theory and Critical Analysis in Applied Anthropology"; and W. K. Barger and Ernesto Reza (1987) on "Community Action and Social Adaptation: The Farmworker Movement in the Midwest" discuss anthropological collaboration with communities, organizations, or groups in designing and carrying out their research.
The goal of this type of research as outlined by Stull (1988:35) was to "make research and practice more responsive to local needs and interests.. and to enhance the capability of the community or population to use research as a tool for self-determination and development, to advocate on its behalf with outside agencies or institutions, and to develop its own research and practice capacities." In the 1980s these anthropologists collaborated in projects with Native American tribal governments (Stull 1988) and farmworker organizations in the Midwest (Barger and Reza 1987) , state and city health departments and the Hispanic Health Council in Connecticut (Schensul et al. 1987) , and organizations such as Community Action for Migrant Progress in Dade County, Florida (Cohen 1985) . My research follows in this spirit.
The components of what I have called collaborative, activist anthropology include:
1. Collaboration: research topics, goals, methods, and outcomes are the result of a joint process between subjects and researchers-in this case jointly determined by PCUN staff, leadership, and me; 2. Activism: taking specific action for a particular sociopolitical process with which one is aligned and to which one feels accountable (see Hale 1997:836; Falla 1997) ; and 3. Ethnography: "the attempt to understand another life world using the self-as much of it as possible-as the instrument of knowing" and ... thickness,' i.e. producing understanding through richness, texture, and detail rather than parsimony, refinement, and (in the sense used by mathematicians) elegance" (Ortner 1995:173) .
Together these three terms suggest ethnography produced through a collaborative process that is aligned with a clear sociopolitical process or goal. For the research discussed here, the goal was twofold: 1) documenting life histories of individual workers, the histories of movements in support of farmworkers, and the experiences, living and working conditions, and treatment of farmworkers; and 2) creating tools for educating the public to better guarantee the labor, human, and cultural rights of farmworkers-particularly those who are most vulnerable, the undocumented, and those from ethnic minorities within the farmworker population. The research was intended to make a contribution to validating the cultural citizenship of farmworkers in the U.S. home, work, and in any organizations to which they belong. We also carried out in-depth interviews with growers, contractors, union staff, and social service providers who work closely with farmworkers. We engaged in observation and conversations at labor camps, in the fields, in the homes of permanent farmworkers, at farmworker union headquarters, and at meetings of farmworkers. We also observed and interviewed laborers and managers at other sites where farmworkers are employed, including canneries, frozen food warehouses, frozen food processing plants, food services, and food preparation.
One primary product of this research was a history of the organization titled "The Story of PCUN and the Farmworker Movement in Oregon" (Stephen 2001b ). The history was used to educate PCUN's staff, volunteers, interns, the larger public, and as a fundraising tool with donors. Five hundred copies were published in the first run and distributed to libraries, public schools, and throughout the higher education system. In addition, copies were distributed to Latino advocacy organizations in Oregon and California. We also produced a bilingual timeline of the union's history that was mounted in the Union Hall and also functions as a traveling exhibit.
Another product of the research was a theatrical presentation called "The Life of a Strawberry." Students worked with me to carry out research, including interviews and participant observation in the fields, as well as in different sites in the chain of food production and processing, including canneries, frozen food processing plants, warehouses, distribution centers, and in university kitchens. During winter and spring terms, students wrote scripts gleaned from interviews with workers and rehearsed their presentations. "The Life of the Strawberry" was presented at a cultural night and rally at PCUN, at two academic conferences, at a student conference on farmworker organizing, for a junior high school class, and for a university class. A final product was a website (http:ll www.morsechair.uoregon.edu/strawberry.shtml). This country's anti-immigrant hysteria deflects our attention from a simple reality: being a citizen guarantees neither full membership in society nor equal rights. To be a full citizen one must be welcome and accepted as a full member of society with all of its rights. Unfortunately, full citizenship rights have systematically been denied to Latinos and to other nonwhite racial groups in the United States. In fact, even when Latinos are U.S.-born citizens, they have been treated as second-class or third-class citizens.
While processes of immigration have certainly promoted the integration of the Americas through Latin American immigration to the United States, anti-immigrant cultural and political forces have pushed back at Latin American immigrants, often rendering them as "different" from the dominant society because of racial, cultural, and linguistic characteristics that mark them as "other" (Flores 1997a:256) . John and Jean Comaroff (1992:60) and Stuart Hall (1988: 2) have noted that socially constructed categories such as race and ethnicity are perceived as impassible symbolic boundaries that become fixed in nature and take on the appearance of an autonomous force capable of determining the course of social and economic life. but not the kind of house you think. I made my house below the ground. We dug way under, like this (pointing to the height of the table and even higher). We made it really deep. It was big enough so that 15 or 20 people could sleep there. We did this because we didn't want anyone to see us. We didn't want to get caught. We used a green tree branch for the door. We pulled it over the mouth of our house at night. That was how I started out in this country for the first time. A really hard life. We would leave in the morning to work in the fields and then come back at night to our house underground.
Antonio and Angela recalled what they felt like when they were both in the United States and had yet to get their legalization documents.
Lynn (to Angela and Antonio): What did it feel like when you first arrived?
Antonio: When I first arrived in 1979 1 was really glad. I came here and I thought I was going to start again. I decided not to smoke or drink. I said, "I am in a new place and why should I keep doing the same things in a new place?" So being here made me happy, on the one hand. On the other hand, when I was here without work and I had to pay for food and a place to live, it was really hard.... Later in 1988, I didn't have any papers. My boss wrote a letter for me to get amnesty (legal permission to work). Angela: It is really hard for people. They are far away from their families. People never forget the fear they have when they don't have any papers. Antonio: It is really important for people to know why I came. I came here with a good purpose in mind. I didn't come to cause problems. I just came to work ....That's all I came for.
Antonio and Angela have been living together in Salem, Oregon, for almost 15 years.
They have both worked full time in a range of agricultural jobs. Angela has harvested strawberries and works in a nursery. Antonio planted trees for the U.S. Forest Service, harvested strawberries, and worked for 10 years in a mushroom plant. He was recently laid off from the mushroom plant when it closed and is part of a group of workers who received support from PCUN. Now he is employed in the same nursery as Angela. He took a 50 percent pay cut from his work in the mushroom factory when he began at the nursery. Through PCUN, family and community networks, and through a newly formed public works committee that remits money to their community in Oaxaca, Antonio and Angela are struggling to receive validation for their contributions to the economy, to the town of Salem, and to the U.S. in general. Their oldest daughter is about to graduate from high school and hopes to continue her studies in higher education.
Cultural citizenship provides a way to validate the contributions of Mexican immigrant workers such as Antonio and Angela. Cultural citizenship, as opposed to legal citizenship, can be "thought of as a broad range of activities of everyday life through which Latinos and other groups claim space in society and eventually claim rights" (Flores and Benmayor 1997:15) . According to Flores and Benmayor (1997:11) , the notion of cultural citizenship in a wider Latino society in the United States allows "immigrants who might not be citizens in the legal sense or who might not even be in the country legally, but who labor and contribute to the economic and cultural wealth of the country" to be "recognized as legitimate political subjects claiming rights for themselves and their children," and in that sense to be citizens. Thus citizenship-particularly locallybecomes predicated not on possession of certain immigration documents, but on concrete contributions to the community one lives in and the right to basic protections and respect.
Cultural citizenship is also a useful concept for understanding how Oregon's only During the 1990s, the union engaged in a series of actions aimed at opening up political and cultural space for immigrant Mexican farmworkers. Some of these actions concerned labor law violations. Because such actions involve defense of Mexican immigrant farmworkers, they need to be understood not only as "labor actions" but also as ethnic and cultural actions. For workers who benefit from such actions, they feel a sense of validation not only as workers, but also as Mexican immigrants. For some growers and others who may question the need for workers to assert their rights, such actions upset the cultural order of local power arrangements and begin to remake the place of "the illegals" in communities such as Woodburn. I highlight a few of these actions below with comments from organizers and participants to illustrate how they create a new sense of belonging and local, cultural citizenship for Mexican immigrant workers.
During the summer of 1990, PCUN activists conducted a "red card" wage campaign to help workers keep track of their earnings. Workers were given red cards to fill in with their daily earnings. Totals were kept and compared to pay stubs. PCUN organizers distributed over 10,000 time cards and were able to document 250 instances of workers receiving less than the minimum wage. PCUN filed wage claims with the Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industry for 40 workers who received more than $3,000 collectively. PCUN was also able to force a labor contractor to pay back $9,000 he had illegally withheld from farmworker paychecks through inflated charges for housing, food, and transportation. PCUN President Racoon Ramirez (not a pseudonym) recalls:
We targeted five farmers..and Kraemer was the top one. All the workers would complain.... They came here all the way from Mount Angel, you know, just to complain about the Kraemers. I remember we talked to him that year. We said, "What's the deal I have seen through different experiences that they [PCUN] have helped a lot of the time and they have done a lot to help the community. I mean the farmworkers.... Here, the minimum wages were not rising and the growers just made us work.... They didn't pay hardly any salary at all, but they [PCUN] got involved and they asked about our salaries and they raised salaries for the entire community and asked that the growers respect us. Now they respect us more because of the work they did (Stephen interview, October 29, 1999) .
These actions in 1990 helped create a climate where growers felt obligated to pay workers minimum wage, and contractors who supply workers to growers were held accountable for their treatment of workers. For farmworkers like Mariano, such change generated a sense of being respected for their work, which he told me was just as important as getting paid more. In 1995, PCUN developed a campaign to raise wages for strawberry workers using radio spots in Spanish, as well as Mixteco and Trique, indigenous languages of Oaxaca, Mexico. This strategy was key to reaching the increasing number of indigenous farmworkers in Oregon whose first language was not Spanish. PCUN activists began to deal more concretely with ethnic, linguistic, and cultural differences within the farmworker population. Not only did a discourse of rights have to be created for Mexican immigrant farmworkers, but it also had to recognize the ethnic variation within the farmworker population. This continues to be a challenge for PCUN because the composition of the farmworker labor force is increasingly indigenous. In building public understanding of and appreciation for Mexican immigrant workers, the union has to represent the diversity of that population. PCUN faces challenges in making its own cultural events and organizing strategies meaningful not only in terms of Mexican nationalism, but also to more recent Mexican indigenous immigrants whose ethnic and cultural distinctiveness has often been erased or ignored in portrayals of "Mexicanness."
In the late 1990s, PCUN orchestrated Oregon's first collective bargaining between farmworkers and a grower--Nature's Fountains Farms, a local organic grower.
Agreements with three other growers were later signed. The agreements provided farmworkers with more than a dozen rights and protections not afforded by law, including seniority, grievance procedures, overtime, paid breaks, and union recognition. Lynn: What were the working conditions like when you had the contract? Were they different than before? Sara: Of course they were not the same [with the contract]. We had clean bathrooms, we had fresh water to drink, we each had a glass with our own name on it for water. We got our break and we got to eat lunch. Before, we never got this. In the other places the bathrooms were filthy, they gave us warm water to drink, and we never even drank water, took breaks, or ate lunch because we had to keep picking in competition with others, or we wouldn't have enough work. In other places I worked, if you didn't get to the fields early and keep working in a big hurry, you wouldn't even earn enough money to pay for your food.... Under our contract they paid us the minimum and guaranteed us eight hours of work per day (Stephen interview, November 7, 2000) . Begun as a women's income--producing project, which each year sells hundreds of Christmas wreaths, the group also provides farmworker women with an opportunity to foster a sense of satisfaction, pride, mutual support, and to learn new skills in public speaking and leadership. The group provides a refuge for women, and they describe the meetings as having a "family feeling."
One participant in Mujeres Luchadoras Progresistas, Francisca Lopez, first came to the PCUN Service Center in 1997 to straighten out an auto insurance claim. She joined the group and eventually became very involved. She recalled how much the group means to the women who are socially isolated, lonely, and miss their extended families in Mexico.
The kind of atmosphere created by a group of only women provides many who arrive with a special haven for sharing their feelings and working with others to resolve common issues. In their home communities in rural Mexico, men and women often lead quite separate lives. Women share problems and feelings with other women (usually relatives, neighbors, and close friends) at the market, while washing clothes, making tortillas, or during ritual events where men and women are segregated by gender.
Men and women attend PCUN events together. Many women do not feel comfortable initially at these events and rarely speak in public or offer an opinion at union meetings.
Attending meetings where only women are present can help to recreate some of the intimacy women left behind in their communities and give them the confidence to share their thoughts, concerns, and opinions. Once they have gained self--confidence within the women's group, and practiced speaking in front of the group and leading discussions, they can translate these skills to other arenas, including union leadership, participation in local political forums such as PTA meetings and city council meetings, and renegotiation of domestic roles. The women's group is a safe, learning environment where members formulate opinions, practice public speaking, gain confidence in their opinions, and learn to share them in other public forums. As Francisca told me:
A lot of women who come to the group have lived in poverty... they have families where the husband works but it isn't enough money to maintain the children and also to pay rent.
We also have single mothers who arrive in the group who don't have anyone to help them. They come to the group and we help them. They come here and work and earn a little money.... And when they come here with us they begin to talk. It feels like coming to visit your family. When women come to be with us they feel comfortable and they begin to talk and it really helps. We can help women who want to talk about their problems.... It's different here. Women won't talk about things this way in a group of men. But this is a group of women, and they come and talk about their personal lives ....
They talk about what they have done, what kind of suffering they are going through, and we help each other (Stephen interview, January 28, 2000) . of defending it," and claiming an ever widening social sphere that reaches into their families, the plant, their union, and the city. As U.S. towns such as Woodburn, Oregon, undergo a demographic transition in which Latino immigrants become a significant minority and then a majority, the notion of cultural citizenship becomes increasingly important. It provides concrete alternatives to legal citizenship as the basis for granting recognition for the increasingly diverse population base of such communities and the rights to which those who live in them should be entitled.
The history of racial hierarchy associated with the formal terms used to define legal status in the United States is not easily discarded, and the color brown continues to be associated with "illegal alien" in the minds of many. Moving "citizenship" from the federal legal realm to the local realm and rooting it in the concrete contributions, obligations, and rights of people actually participating in communities returns the concept to the grassroots and empowers everyone to participate in defining it.
Cultural citizenship does not imply legal citizenship and is not intended to function as a legal category. It is a theoretical way to acknowledge the cultural, political, and economic contributions of legal residents and undocumented residents and remove the power of defining the social and cultural dimensions of citizenship from the U.S. government. 6The Bracero Program in Oregon ended in 1947 when all labor camps were closed and contracted workers were supposed to return to Mexico. In other states, the program continued until 1964. 7Many people from Antonio's hometown have migrated to work in commercial agriculture in San Quint/n, Baja California. Others like Antonio began to cross over the U.S. border at that time into California in search of better wages (see Rivera Salgado 1999; Kearney 1995, Zabin and Hughes 1995) .
